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Vocabulary 50 
 

1. VIABILITY (noun) व्यवहार्यता 

Meaning: ability to work successfully. 

Synonyms: practicability, achievability, feasibility, profitability. 

Antonyms: impracticality, inanimate, unfeasibility, inapplicability. 

Usage: Behind every transnational corporation there is a national base that depends on its local 

state to sustain its viability. 

 

2. STATUTORY (adjective) वैधानिक 

Meaning: decided, controlled, or required by law. 

Synonyms: legitimate, permissible, admissible, allowable. 

Antonyms: unconstitutional, illegal, irrelevant, unofficial. 

Usage: She’s below the statutory age for school attendance. 

 

3. DOWNBEAT (adjective) निराशाजिक 

Meaning: pessimistic or gloomy. 

Synonyms: despondent, depressed, dejected, distrustful. 

Antonyms: optimistic, propitious, auspicious, cheerful. 

Usage: In addition, the film’s relentlessly downbeat tone creates a dark emotional backdrop. 

 

4. BACKSTOP (noun) पूवायवधाि 

Meaning: an emergency precaution or last resort. 

Synonyms: safeguard, preventive measure, insurance. 

Antonyms: constraint, limitation, restriction, sanction. 

Usage: They want the Democrats to act as a backstop for this wild nonsense. 

 

5. PURITANICAL (adjective) सख़्त 

Meaning: having or displaying a very strict or censorious moral attitude towards self-indulgence. 

Synonyms: prudish, puritan, prim, priggish. 

Antonyms: lecherous, indulgent, indecent, debauched. 

Usage: It just shows that those endless puritanical bromides about the perils of fixating on 

individual designers are wasted breath. 

 

6. SWATHE (noun) तह 

Meaning: a large part of something that includes several different things. 

Synonyms: envelope, stretch, area, track. 

Antonyms: brink, border, boundary, margin. 

Usage: These people represent a broad swathe of public opinion. 
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7. MILEAGE (noun) लाभ 

Meaning: actual or potential benefit or use to be derived from a situation or event. 

Synonyms: advantage, utility, gain, profit. 

Antonyms: inappropriateness, uselessness, worthlessness, loss. 

Usage: There may indeed be mileage in developing the church hall as a community. 

 

8. FARCE (noun) सवाांग 

Meaning: an absurd event. 

Synonyms: travesty, sham, masquerade, charade. 

Antonyms: solemnity, reverence, seriousness, sobriety. 

Usage: We need to get more good referees like him, or the game is going to become a complete farce. 

 

9. CARCASS (noun) शव 

Meaning: the dead body of an animal. 

Synonyms: corpse, cadaver, remains, relics. 

Antonyms: revival, alive, essence, resurrection. 

Usage: There were a couple of dead animal carcasses on the ground as well. 

 

10. ARRANT (adjective) कुख्र्ात 

Meaning: used to say how bad something is. 

Synonyms: utter, absolute, complete, thorough. 

Antonyms: dubious, questionable, restricted, uncertain. 

Usage: Because of her arrant devotion to her family, she volunteered to go to the labor camp with 

them. 

 

11. LEEWAY (Noun) : छूट/गुांजाइश  

Meaning: the amount of freedom to move or act that is available. 

Synonyms: freedom, scope 

Example: My boss grants me leeway to make my own decisions. 

 

12.  STONEWALL (Verb): रुकावट डालिा  

Meaning: delay or obstruct (a request, process, or person) by refusing to answer questions or by 

being evasive. 

Synonyms: delay, rebuff 

Example: Picketing protestors were determined to stonewall the peace talks and keep the lockout 

going. 

 

13. INTRANSIGENCE (Noun) : हठ/ कट्टरता  

Meaning: refusal to change one’s views or to agree about something. 

Synonyms: inflexibility, stubbornness, obstinacy 

Example: I can’t understand Rachel’s intransigence, considering that we have undeniable proof that 

her idea is incorrect. 
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14. PROACTIVE (Adjective) : सक्रिर्  

Meaning: (of a person or action) creating or controlling a situation rather than just responding to 

it after it has happened. 

Synonyms: enterprising, energetic 
Example: Emergency procedures are proactive measures to ensure everyone’s safety. 

 

15. NUDGE (Verb) :कुहिी से हलका धक्का मारिा  

Meaning: coax or gently encourage (someone) to do something. 
Synonyms: prompt, encourage, coax, stimulate 

Antonyms: discourage, dissuade 
Example: After her late night out partying, both parents nudge their daughter to wake her up during 

the church service. 
 

16. PROLIFERATION  (Noun) : तीव्र वृनि /फैलाव  

Meaning: rapid increase in the number or amount of something. 

Synonyms: expansion, spread 
Antonyms: stagnation 

Example: Because of quick housing proliferation over the past few years, it’s much easier to find a 

dorm room at my college. 
 

17. DEBASE (Verb) : अवमूल्र्ि करिा  

Meaning: reduce (something) in quality or value; degrade. 

Synonyms: degrade, demean, disgrace, undermine 
Antonyms: enghance 

Example: The politician tried to debase his rival’s good reputation by spreading false rumors about 
him. 

 

18. DEXTEROUS (Adjective) : निपुण  

Meaning: showing or having skill, especially with the hands. 
Synonyms: deft, agile, adroit, efficient 

Antonyms: clumsy 
Example: Since I do not often use my left hand, I am not dexterous when I use it for writing. 

 

19. CULMINATE (Verb) : पराकाष्ठा पर पहांचिा  

Meaning: reach a climax or point of highest development. 

Synonyms: peak, climax 
Antonyms: start, begin 

Example: At the end of the night, the concert will culminate in a huge fireworks display. 
 

20. FLAGRANT (Adjective) : कुख्र्ात  

Meaning: (of an action considered wrong or immoral) conspicuously or obviously offensive. 

Synonyms: blatant, glaring, obvious, overt, evident, 
Antonyms:  unobtrusive, slight 

Example: The bruises on the boy’s legs revealed the flagrant abuse he had suffered at home. 
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21. STRUT (Verb) : अकड़कर चलिा 

Meaning: walk with a stiff, erect, and apparently arrogant or conceited gait. 

Synonyms: swagger, swank, parade, 

Example: The rooster would strut in the yard when trying to impress the hens. 

 

22. PRELUDE (Noun) : प्रसताविा 

Meaning: an action or event serving as an introduction to something more important. 

Synonyms: preliminary, overture, opening, preparation 

Antonyms: completion, conclusion 

Example: Movie trailers are often used as a prelude to feature films. 

 

23. BELITTLE (Verb) : मूल्र् घटिा 

Meaning: dismiss (someone or something) as unimportant. 

Synonyms: disparage, denigrate, deprecate, downgrade 

Antonyms: praise, magnify 

Example: There is no reason for you to belittle my wardrobe simply because your clothes are more 

expensive than the ones I own. 

 

24. DELVE (Verb) : उलट-पुलट कर ढूांढ़िा 

Meaning: research or make painstaking inquiries into something. 

Synonyms: investigate, probe, examine, explore 

Antonyms: ignore, neglect 

Example: Because she was planning a trip, the woman began to delve into a search for plane tickets. 

 

25. WHIMSICAL (Adjective) : सिकी 

Meaning: acting or behaving in a capricious manner. 

Synonyms: volatile, capricious, temperamental, impulsive 

Antonyms: boring, serious 

Example: The whimsical music made me feel like a little kid again. 

 

26. HAPLESS (Adjective) : अभागी 

Meaning: (especially of a person) unfortunate. 

Synonyms: unfortunate, unlucky 

Antonyms: fortunate, lucky 

Example: When Jason lost his wife and job on the same day, he knew he was a hapless soul. 

 

27. GNAW (Verb) : क्षर् करिा 

Meaning: cause persistent distress or anxiety. 

Synonyms: nag, torment, torture, trouble 

Antonyms: assuage, soothe 

Example: The dog started to gnaw on his leash. 
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28. BOUT (Noun) : अवनध 

Meaning: a short period of intense activity of a specified kind. 

Synonyms: spell, period, time, stretch, stint 

Antonyms: stagnation 

Example: The bout of intensive running led to my preparation for the Boston Marathon. 

 

29. LOFTY (Adjective) : अनभमािी 

Meaning: haughty and aloof. 

Synonyms: haughty, proud, aloof, arrogant 

Antonyms: modest 

Example: The football players have set a lofty goal in their bid to win all their home games this year. 

 

30. PLUMMET (Verb) : नगरिा र्ा नगरािा 

Meaning: fall or drop straight down at high speed. 

Synonyms: plunge, drop, crash, decline 

Antonyms: ascend, increase 

Example: Experts predicted compact disc sales would plummet when the ability to download music 

became available. 

 

31. PERPETUATE (VERB):  (नसिर रखिा) 

Meaning:  to make perpetual or cause to last indefinitely 

Synonyms: eternalize, immortalize, commemorate, memorialize 

Antonyms: annihilate, crush, decimate, demolish 

Sentence: He perpetuates the myth that his house is haunted. 

 

32. BLOVIATE (VERB):  (चीखिा) 

Meaning: to speak or write verbosely and windily 

Synonyms: alleviate, aviate, bloated, blockade, deviate 

Antonyms:  be quiet, be silent 

Sentence: Many serious individuals do not like people that bloviate, as they hate conversation that 

does not have a point and takes too long 

 

33. HITHERTO (ADVERB):  (पहले ही)  

Meaning: up to this or that time 

Synonyms: heretofore, yet, formerly, long ago 

Antonyms: henceforth, henceforward, hereafter, currently, presently 

Sentence: Hitherto part of French West Africa, Benin achieved independence in 1960. 

 

34. NEUROSIS (NOUN): (नवनक्षप्त)  

Meaning:  mental and emotional disorder that affects only part of the   personality 

Synonyms: aberration, dementia,hallucinosis, hypomania, paranoia 

Antonyms: lucidity, rationality, rationalness, reasonability 

Sentence: These are givers whose philanthropy has been absent neurosis and aggression 
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35. VOLTE-FACE (NOUN): (अमान्र्करण) 

Meaning: a reversal in policy 

Synonyms: flip-flop, reversal, turnabout, rescinding 

Antonyms: enactment, validation 

Sentence: After learning that I wrongly accused someone, I did a volte face and was now friends 

with this person. 

 

36.SPECK (NOUN): (धब्बा) 

Meaning: a small discoloration or spot especially from stain or decay 

Synonyms: ace, bit, crumb, glimmer blot, dot 

Antonyms: paragon, excellence 

Sentence: There was not a speck of dust anywhere 

 

37. FATALITY (NOUN): (मृत्र्ु-दर) 

Meaning: the quality or state of causing death or destruction 

Synonyms: casualty, loss, prey, victim 

Antonyms: harmer, injurer, assassin, killer 

Sentence: Seatbelt use significantly reduces the risk of a fatality during a traffic accident 

 

38.STAID (ADJECTIVE): (शाांत) 

Meaning: marked by settled sedateness and often prim self-restraint 

Synonyms: dignified,composed,earnest, grave, humorless, no-nonsense 

Antonyms: indecorous, frivolous, hilarious 

Sentence: She was given a staid title-‘The Iron Lady’. 

 

39.INVIDIOUS (ADJECTIVE)(अपमािजिक) 

Meaning: having or showing mean resentment of another’s possessions or advantages 

Synonyms: calumnious, defamatory 

Antonyms: likeable, lovable 

Sentence: His invidious acts caused the people to rise up against him. 

 

40.POTENT (ADJECTIVE):(प्रबल) 

Meaning: having an abundance of some characteristic quality (as flavor) 

Synonyms: vigorous, influential, competent 

Antonyms: ineffective, insignificant 

Sentence: The potent poison killed him within seconds 

 

41. IMPLICITLY (adverb) अप्रत्र्क्ष 

Meaning: in a way that is not directly expressed; tacitly. 

Synonyms: absolutely, totally, utterly, unconditionally. 

Antonyms: bluntly, explicitly, openly, clearly. 

Usage: She implicitly suggested that he was responsible for the error. 
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42. VALEDICTORY (Noun) – नवदाई 

Meaning: a farewell address. 
Synonym: farewell, goodbye, leaving, parting, departing, going away, last, final 
Usage: On the last day of school, seniors wrote a valedictory stating what they would miss about 
high school and read it in front of the class for their final grade. 
 

43. INTERDICT (Noun) – पाबांदी 

Meaning: an authoritative prohibition, in particular 
Synonym: prohibition, ban, bar, veto, proscription, 
Antonym: corroborate, support 
Usage: Because I failed most of my classes last term, my parents will probably interdict me from 
working this semester. 
 

44. PROTRACTED (adjective) फैला हआ 

Meaning: lasting for a long time or longer than expected or usual. 
Synonyms: expanded, lasting, prolonged, sustained. 
Antonyms: abbreviated, abridged, curtailed, shortened. 
Usage: Three years of long and protracted negotiations characterized the proposals for an indoor-
events arena. 
 

45. INCHOATE (adjective) प्रारांनभक 

Meaning: just begun and so not fully formed or developed; rudimentary. 
Synonyms: budding, inceptive, incipient, nascent. 
Antonyms: developed, full-fledged, evolved, ripened. 
Usage: Having just come into existence a few years ago, the new political party is considered 
inchoate by many historians. 
 

46. FRACTIOUS (adjective) झगड़ालू 

Meaning: irritable and quarrelsome. 
Synonyms: grumpy, cantankerous, peevish, irascible. 
Antonyms: amicable, docile, affable, genial. 
Usage: During the concert, police officers were on hand just in case the crowd became fractious. 
 

47. DOWNRIGHT (adjective) सवयिा 

Meaning: (of something bad or unpleasant) utter; complete (used for emphasis). 
Synonyms: total, absolute, thorough, perfect, sheer. 
Antonyms: inadequate, incomplete, insufficient, unfinished. 
Usage: It was downright bad marking that allowed Dermot Shields head past Larkin from six yards 
for the lead goal. 
 

48. CONFLATE (verb) नमलािा 

Meaning: combine (two or more sets of information, texts, ideas, etc.) into one. 
Synonyms: amalgamate, converge, unify, fuse. 
Antonyms: divide, part, separate, rupture. 
Usage: To conflate art and science, teachers must design activities that blend the two. 
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49. EERILY (adverb) भर्पूवयक 

Meaning: in a strange and frightening manner. 

Synonyms: hauntingly, creepily, scarily, spookily. 

Antonyms: dulcetly, pleasingly, pleasantly, agreeably. 

Usage: In front of him stood a masked man clutching a knife in one hand, grinning eerily at him. 

 

50. CONFABULATE (verb): बातचीत करिा 

Meaning: to talk informally 

Synonyms: cackle, chat, patter, schmooze. 

Antonyms: be silent, be quiet. 

Usage: Guests gathered in the hallway to confabulate about the weather and make small talk. 
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